We introduce Eigen Evolution Pooling, an efficient method to aggregate a sequence of feature vectors. Eigen evolution pooling is designed to produce compact feature representations for a sequence of feature vectors, while maximally preserving as much information about the sequence as possible, especially the temporal evolution of the features over time. Eigen evolution pooling is a general pooling method that can be applied to any sequence of feature vectors, from low-level RGB values to high-level Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) feature vectors. We show that eigen evolution pooling is more effective than average, max, and rank pooling for encoding the dynamics of human actions in video. We demonstrate the power of eigen evolution pooling on UCF101 and Hollywood2 datasets, two human action recognition benchmarks, and achieve state-of-the-art performance.
Introduction
Human action recognition in video is a challenging problem because it is unclear how a video can be optimally represented. A current popular approach is to compute CNN features at multiple temporal locations of a video and subsequently use either average or max pooling to aggregate the feature vectors [7, 23, 25, 31, 34] . This approach, however, fails to encode the long term dynamics of human actions exhibited in the sequence of feature vectors (or video frames). A better approach is to use rank pooling [8] , a recently proposed method that is specifically designed to capture the progression of feature vectors in a sequence. Rank pooling has been shown to yield promising results, outperforming average and max pooling. However, rank pooling only encodes the overall trend of the feature vectors; much information about the evolution of the feature vectors is not preserved.
In this paper, we propose Eigen Evolution Pooling (EEP), a temporal pooling method that preserves more information than rank pooling. The idea is to view a sequence of feature vectors as an ordered set of one-dimensional functions. Each function corresponds to the evolution of a feature over time, and the function can be expressed as a linear combination of basis functions. The basis functions can be optimally determined using Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to find the principle directions of feature evolution. Finally, the sequence of feature vectors is represented as one or several vectors of PCA coefficients. We refer to this process as Eigen Evolution Pooling, which is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Eigen evolution pooling provides an efficient way to summarize a video sequence into a compact and powerful representation. The eigen basis functions can be computed once and then used for encoding sequential data by a single matrix vector multiplication. As will be explained in the next section, the eigen basis functions can be optimally computed by performing PCA on a collection of training data, but they can also be approximated using the basis functions of Discrete Cosine Transform.
Eigen evolution pooling can be applied to any sequence of feature vectors, from low-level features such as RGB values to high-level features from a CNN. When eigen evolution pooling is used to aggregate a sequence of RGB frames, we will obtain a set of 3-channel images, which will be called eigen images. Eigen images are analogous to the recently proposed dynamic images [2] , which are obtained using rank pooling [8] . Alternatively, we can perform eigen evolution pooling on deep-learning features, e.g., TSN features [31] . † indicates equal contribution. segmenting video sequences. Ours is the first paper to use this dual representation in the structure from motion problem, and to note that a generic basis can be defined in trajectory space which compactly represents most real trajectories.
Representing Nonrigid Structure
The structure at a time instant t can be represented by arranging the 3D locations of the P points in a matrix S(t) 2 R 3£P ,
The complete time varying structure can be represented by concatenating these instantaneous structures as
In [2] , each instantaneous shape matrix S(t) is approximated as a linear combination of basis shapes,
where S j 2 R 3£P is a basis shape and c j (t) is the coefficient of that basis shape. If the set of observed structures can be compactly expressed in terms of k such basis shapes, S has a rank of at most 3k. This rank constraint can be restated by rearrangement of S as the following rank k matrix,
The row space of this matrix corresponds to the shape space. Since the row and column space of a matrix are of equal dimension, it follows that the columns of S § are also spanned by k vectors. We call the column space of this matrix the trajectory space and note that it enjoys a dual relationship with the shape space. Specifically, if the time varying shape of an object can be expressed by a minimum of k shape basis, then there exist exactly k trajectory basis vectors that can represent the same time varying shape.
To represent the time varying structure in terms of trajectory basis, we consider the structure as a set of trajectories,
T are the x, y, and z coordinates of the ith trajectory. As illustrated in Figure 2 , we describe each trajectory as a linear combination of basis trajectory,
where µ j 2 R F is a trajectory basis vector and a xj (i), a yj (i) and a zj (i) are the coefficients corresponding to that basis vector. The time varying structure matrix can then be factorized into an inverse projection matrix and coefficient matrix as segmenting video sequences. Ours is the first paper to use this dual representation in the structure from motion problem, and to note that a generic basis can be defined in trajectory space which compactly represents most real trajectories.
where µ j 2 R F is a trajectory basis vector and a xj (i), a yj (i) and a zj (i) are the coefficients corresponding to that basis vector. The time varying structure matrix can then be factorized into an inverse projection matrix and coefficient matrix as Empirical evidence shows that eigen evolution pooling can encode the dynamics of humans actions in video better than average, max, and rank pooling methods. As will also be seen in the experiments, the use of eigen evolution pooling on TSN features together with Dense Trajectory Descriptors or Video Darwin leads to a method that outperforms the current state-of-the-art results on UCF101 and Hollywood2 datasets. More precisely, this method achieves the accuracy of 95.8% on the UCF101 dataset [24] and the mean average precision of 80.5% on the Hollywood2 [19] dataset.
Related Works
We propose a method for temporal pooling, encoding the temporal evolution of features over time. This is different from many existing action recognition methods that use orderless pooling such as Bag-of-Words [15, 20, 21, 26, 28, 29] , VLAD [13] , Fisher Vector [28, 30, 32] , and sparse coding [33] . These methods aggregate hand-craft features such as SIFT3D [22] , HOG3D [14] , DTD [28] , and TDD [30] without taking into account their temporal order. Techniques such as pyramid pooling can be used to aggregate local features from each spatio-temporal grid cell, e.g., [10, 17] . Such techniques, however, still fail to capture the long term dynamics of human actions.
Many state-of-the-art human action recognition methods [7, 23, 25, 31, 34] are based CNN features. Because CNNs are typically designed for images, temporal pooling is needed for aggregating the extracted features from individual frames [7, 23, 31, 34] or blocks of frames [25] selected at multiple temporal locations of a video. Many methods [7, 23, 25, 31, 34] simply use average or max pooling, but this approach ignores the temporal evolution of the features. An alternative solution is to use an LSTM recurrent neural network [12] for temporal modeling, e.g., [4, 5, 18] . However, these methods are computationally inefficient and require much training data.
Eigen Evolution Pooling

Formulation
Eigen evolution pooling is a general temporal pooling method that can be applied to any sequence of feature vectors to encode the evolution of the features over time. The feature vectors must have the same dimensionality, but the vector sequence can have any length. For eigen evolution pooling, we first sample L vectors at a regular interval; typically, L is 16 or 25. Let
d×L represent a sequence of sampled feature vectors. Instead of considering F as a collection of columns, we propose to view F as a list of rows. Let a i denotes the i th row of
L is a one-dimensional function that corresponds to the evolution of a feature over time. Instead of using the average value to summarize a function, we propose to represent it as a linear combination of basis functions, as illustrated in Figure 1 .
We propose to use a set of basis functions to preserve as much information as possible. That corresponds to find the basis functions to minimize the reconstruction errors. Suppose we have a set of orthonormal basis functions
A function a can be decomposed into a linear combination of basis functions a ≈ Gc, c ∈ R k , and the coefficient vector c can be obtained as the product between the input function and the transpose of G, i.e., c = G T a. Note that if k (the number of basis functions) is small, the reconstructed function Gc = GG T a might not be exactly the same as the input function a. In order to keep as much information as possible, we propose to find the optimal set of basis functions G, by minimizing the reconstruction error:
In the above, the first summation F refers to the enumeration over multiple video clips; each video clip leads to a sequence of sampled feature matrix F. The second summation i enumerates through the row of F. Eq. (1) is equivalent to:
Matrix C is a covariance matrix. It is the covariance matrix between time steps, not the covariance matrix between features. The optimal set of basis functions G * can be found using eigen decomposition:
where e 1 , · · · , e L are the eigen vectors with corresponding eigen values λ 1 , · · · , λ L . Since C is the covariance of features over times, we refer to e 1 , · · · , e L as eigen evolution functions or simply eigen evolutions. For smallest possible reconstruction error, we must have
For a basis function g and a feature sequence F, Fg is the vector of coefficients corresponding to the basis function g. This has the same dimension as the feature vectors in F and we refer to it as an Eigen Evolution Pooling (EEP) vector because g is an eigen evolution function. With different basis functions g's, we capture behaviors at different evolution directions. When e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e k are used as the basis function, we obtain k different descriptors, which will be referred to as EEP 1 , EEP 2 , ..., EEP k respectively.
Eigen Images -eigen evolution pooling of RGB values
Eigen evolution pooling is a general temporal pooling method that can be applied to any sequence of feature vectors. When it is applied directly to the RGB values of video frames, we will obtain eigen images, a simple yet effective representation that can summarize both the appearance and the dynamics of a video clip. An immediate benefit of eigen images is that they can be readily processed using some very successful and popular CNN architectures for action recognition. In this section, we will describe the process of constructing eigen images, which also illustrates how eigen evolution pooling works in general.
Before constructing eigen images, we first need to compute the eigen evolution functions for the RGB values of individual pixels. The process is as follows. For each video clip, we evenly sample 25 temporal locations and obtain corresponding RGB images of size 256 × 340 × 3. The images are vectorized and each video is represented as a sequence of vectorized RGB images F ∈ R 261120×25 . We subsequently compute C = F F T F ∈ R 25×25 as the covariance matrix between time steps, and perform eigen decomposition to obtain e 1 , · · · , e L as the eigen evolution functions. The first three eigen evolution functions for the RGB sequences are shown in Figure 2 (a) .
After obtaining the eigen evolution functions, we can apply them as temporal pooling weights to efficiently compute the eigen images. Given a specific eigen evolution function
T , for a video represented as a sequence of Notably, eigen evolution pooling and rank pooling are both linear operators. Applying rank pooling to RGB images lead to the so-called dynamic image [2] . The pipeline to compute a dynamic image is similar to the pipeline to compute an eigen image, except the weight vector g is the rank pooling weights:
. We can also compute the eigen images and dynamic images locally within a sliding window, instead of computing them globally for the entire video. We set the window length to 16 frames, similar to Dense Trajectories [28] and C3D [25] . With locally computed eigen images, we can capture the video dynamics at a finer scale. types, and they can be approximated by the basis functions used in Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), plotted in Figure 2(c) . More specifically, the first eigen evolution is similar to an average function with a slight upward curve in the middle. The second and third eigen functions are similar to cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies.
Eigen Evolution Functions & Discrete Cosine Transform
The proposed eigen evolution pooling have the same formulation with Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT), except that KLT computes the basis functions using the correlation matrix instead of the covariance matrix between time steps. For strongly correlated Markov processes, the optimality of the eigen evolution pooling (or KLT) can be approached by DCT [1] . One advantage of DCT over eigen evolution pooling is that, DCT can be applied to sequential data of any duration. Thus we propose to use DCT basis functions to approximate eigen evolution functions, especially when we have to deal with feature vector sequences of different lengths and temporal subsampling leads to undesirable artifacts.
Experiments
Datasets
We evaluate the proposed eigen evolution pooling on two public benchmarks: UCF101 [24] and Hollywood2 [19] . The UCF101 dataset comprises 13,320 realistic action clips from 101 categories. Each category has at least 100 video clips, which were collected from YouTube. Each video contains a single action such as "Archery" or "Basketball Dunk". The dataset has Table 1 . Action recognition performance based on temporally pooled RGB images on UCF101 (split1). We compute eigen images and dynamic images globally for an entire video or locally within a sliding window. We use a finetuned VGG16 model to compute a feature vector representation for each temporally pooled image.
three different training/test splits. We use top-1 accuracy as the evaluation metric for each training/test split in UCF101. The Hollywood2 dataset has 12 action classes with 1707 video clips collected from 69 different Hollywood movies. There are 823 videos in training set and 884 videos in testing set. We augment the training set with horizontally flipped training videos. We use mean Average Precision as the performance measurement.
Eigen Images versus Dynamic Images
In this section, we compare the performance of eigen images and dynamic images. Both types of images are obtained by pooling RGB values of multiple video frames; the former uses eigen evolution pooling while the latter uses rank pooling.
Globally-pooled and locally-pooled eigen and dynamic images. We consider both global and local pooling of RGB values, leading to globally-pooled and locally-pooled images. To compute a global eigen image for a video, we evenly sample 25 frames of a video and apply eigen evolution pooling. To compute the global dynamic image, we use all the frames available. For locally-pooled eigen and dynamic images, we use a sliding window and apply the corresponding pooling methods to the RGB frames inside the sliding window. The length of the sliding window is set to 16 frames, which is also the temporal scale used by Dense Trajectories [28] and C3D [25] .
Feature computation and classification. Both eigen images and dynamic images have the same pipeline for feature extraction and classification. To recognize the human action in a pooled image (either eigen or dynamic), we use a CNN that has been appropriately finetuned, starting from the spatial-stream VGG-16 model [31] . We use the same data augmentation techniques as in [31] , including random cropping and horizontal flipping. We use a dropout ratio of 0.8 at the fc-6 and fc-7 layers. We run the finetuning process for 50 epochs. The learning rate starts at 10 −3 and gradually decreases after every epoch. For evaluation, we use the CNN's output at the final linear layer as the prediction score vector for all the actions.
Experimental results. Table 1 shows the performance of multiple pooling methods. The second and third columns show the results obtained by global pooling and local pooling respectively. As can be seen, local pooling yields better performance than global pooling. This is because: i) locally-pooled images can capture the dynamics of human actions at a finer scale than the globally-pooled images can; and ii) each video lead to many more locally-pooled images than globally-pooled images, so there is more training data to train the feature extraction network for locally-pooled images. For both globally-pooled and locally-pooled images, eigen pooling outperforms rank pooling by a wide margin. Eigen Image 1 already outperforms Dynamic Image. The combination of Eigen Images 2 and 3 also outperforms Dynamic Image. The best result is obtained when Eigen Images 1, 2, and 3 are combined. Notably, the result of Dynamic Image reported here is higher than the result reported in [2] , because we use VGG16 model instead of the outdated AlexNet architecture used by [2] .
Eigen TSN: pooling of deep-learning features
In the previous section, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of eigen images, i.e., eigen evolution pooling performed directly on RGB frames. In this section, we show the performance of eigen evolution pooling on deep-learning features. We obtain state-of-the-art results on multiple datasets.
TSN features. We use the two-stream Inception-BN model [31] to extract frame-level deep-learning features. The spatial stream of this model inputs an RGB frame of size 224×224×3 and produces a 1024-dimensional feature vector at the 'global ap' layer (after ReLU). The temporal stream is similar with one difference: the input is a stack of 5 consecutive optical flow maps (224 × 224 × 10).
For each video clip, we evenly sample 25 temporal locations. At each location, the RGB frame (or the stack of optical flows) is resized to have spatial dimensions of 256 × 340 pixels. We extract the feature vectors from five 224 × 224 regions Feature Pooling
UCF101 Split 1 Hollywood2
Mean [31] 94.0 66.8
Rank [2] 91 Table 2 . Action recognition performance of TSN features using different pooling methods. The rank pooling is outperformed by average pooling and max pooling. On Hollywood2, EEP1+2+3 achieve significant improvement upon the combination among average, rank, and max pooling methods (from 71.1 to 75.0). To achieve the best performance, we propose Eigen TSN, combination between eigen1+2+3 evolution pooling and max pooling. of the image, the center region and four corners. We also flip the regions horizontally and compute a feature vector for each flipped region. Subsequently we average the 10 feature vectors and perform L 2 normalization to get a single 1024-dimensional feature for each temporal location. Finally, each video is associated with two sequences of 25 1024-dimensional feature vectors, one sequence for the spatial stream and one for the temporal stream. Eigen TSN. Table 2 compares the performance of eigen evolution pooling with average, max, and rank pooling. Each pooling method maps a sequence of feature vectors to a single aggregated feature vector of 1024 dimensions. These aggregated feature vectors can be individually used for action recognition, or they can be combined by concatenation. We perform L 2 normalization to the spatial and temporal streams separately, and the feature vectors from the two streams can also be combined. Finally we compute the l 1 kernel to train one-vs-all SVMs [27] for action classification. After learning the classifiers, we use softmax normalization to compute the probability of each action, and evaluate on UCF101 and Hollywood2 datasets. Table 2 shows the performance of different pooling methods on UCF101 and Hollywood2 datasets. On both datasets, the rank pooling is outperformed by average pooling and max pooling. The max pooling is especially effective on UCF101, outperforming average pooling. On Hollywood2, with EEP 1+2+3 , we are able to achieve significant improvement upon the combination among average, rank, and max pooling methods (from 71.1 to 75.0). To achieve the best performance on both datasets, we propose Eigen TSN features, combination between EEP 1+2+3 evolution pooling and max pooling.
Exact versus approximate eigen evolution pooling. As aforementioned, the eigen evolution pooling for strongly correlated Markov process, which is often the case, can be approximated using the Discrete Cosine Transform. In Table 3 , we compare the action recognition performance between exact and approximate eigen evolution pooling. As can be observed, the exact eigen evolution pooling and its approximation by DCT achieve similar action recognition performance for all three methods considered on UCF101 (split1). One advantage of DCT over exact eigen evolution pooling is that DCT can be directly applied to sequential data of any duration, without the need to sample a fixed number of temporal locations.
Comparison to state-of-the-art. Table 4 compares our results with the state-of-the-art methods in the last 4 years. In particular, one of the most popular action recognition methods is Dense Trajectory Descriptors (DTD) [28] , which remain competitive even in the recent surge of deep-learning approach [6, 23, 25, 30] . In fact, most recent state-of-the-art methods [2, 9, 18, 30, 32] propose to combine with Dense Trajectory Descriptors to obtain the best results. As shown in Table 4 , only using eigen evolution pooling with Temporal Segment Networks, we are able to perform better than or comparably to the previous state-of-the-art methods. Combining Eigen TSN and Dense Trajectory-based methods (DTD [28] significantly advance the state-of-the-art results on both datasets.
Conclusions
We have described eigen evolution pooling, an efficient method to compute compact feature representations for a sequence of feature vectors. Eigen evolution pooling provides an effective way to capture the long-term and complex dynamics of human actions in video. Eigen evolution pooling can be either used to create eigen images or to aggregate a sequence of CNN features to represent a video. Eigen evolution pooling uses a set of basis functions to encode the evolution of features over time. The basis functions can be optimally learned from data using PCA or they can be approximated using the first few basis functions of the Discrete Cosine Transform. We have demonstrated the benefits of eigen evolution pooling over average, max, and rank pooling. Furthermore, we have shown that eigen evolution pooling produces state-of-the-art performance, especially when it is complemented by Dense Trajectory Descriptors or VideoDarwin.
